INTRODUCTION
purely in terms of the selection of mutants with survival advantages." Four years later a simi-
In 1966, in a perceptive article, Anderson (9) lar adaptive role was proposed for viruses (11) . noted "if the long-term activity of transfer fac-Initial resistance to such ideas (263) has been to tors has influenced (bacterial) evolution, the some degree eroded by demonstrations that (i) evolutionary time-scale may have been tele-extrachromosomal elements are virtually ubiqscoped into a shorter span than that envisaged uitous and (ii) they function in a diverse spec-552 EXTRACHROMOSOMAL ELEMENTS 553 trum of genetic processes. In recent months a number of papers have expanded, supplemented, and reinforced the thesis that extrachromosomal elements can act as agents of accelerated evolution, in both lower and higher forms of life (209, 210, 211, 249, 273) .
Despite the increasing credence accorded the concept, the ecology of extrachromosomal elements is still poorly documented, theories concerning their phylogeny and interrelationships are speculative, and the terminology applied to such agents remains confused. In many instances, extrachromosomal elements are regarded as bizarre curiosities that are something of an epiphenomenon in general evolutionary biology. The present review attempts to construct a balanced theory of evolution in which proper emphasis is given to possible roles for plasmids and viruses in the processes of growth, adaptation, and speciation.
MOLECULAR MECHANISM(S) OF
EVOLUTION Since all metabolic functions are catalyzed by enzymes, there is an intuitive tendency to equate molecular evolution with protein evolution. According to this view, all that is exposed to the test of selection is the three-dimensional structure of the folded polypeptide (62) . It follows that, for evolution to occur, variation must be introduced into protein structure. This requirement poses a paradox: if all protein-specifying genes in a cell are essential to life and each gene is represented by only one copy, then a harmful mutation in any gene may kill the organism. Gene duplication is a sine qua non for a continuing evolutionary process: only when duplication liberates a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence from the policing action of selection can genetic novelty appear and be tolerated without undue disadvantage to the organism (197) . It is now established that many functionally distinct proteins (e.g., trypsin and chymotrypsin, myoglobin and hemoglobin, and the L and H chains of the immunoglobins) were derived by genetic divergence from initially identical duplicate genes.
Genetic divergence may be achieved via point mutations and somewhat less frequently by inversions, deletions, additions, and by gene fusions (271) , i.e., the major mutational substratum for evolution in duplicated genes is believed to be random genetic events. This concept-the emergence of novel function by random mutation after gene duplication -will in this paper be termed the "classical" view of molecular evolution. The concept is no longer restricted to proteins after demonstrations that the folded topologies of specific ribonucleic acids (RNAs) (transfer RNA [tRNA] , ribosomal RNA [rRNA], low-molecular-weight nuclear RNA) are rigorously conserved by selection. Even genetic molecules may possess "phenotypes" that are subject to selective constraints (177) , and in some cases the base sequence of a gene may represent a compromise between the need to maintain a particular folded conformation in the coding RNA on the one hand and in the encoded protein on the other (178) . However, pressures of this type may be significant only in tiny entities such as ribophages, where translational controls are built into the structure of the genetic polynucleotide itself (17, 75) . In the case of eukaryotic cells, there is no evidence to suggest that the phenotypes of monocistronic messenger RNAs (mRNA's) exert an appreciable effect on metabolic fitness. & 
INSUFFICIENCY OF THE CLASSICAL MECHANISM Two Types of Molecular Evolution
Most research into molecular genetics has been carried out with Escherichia coli and with coliphages. One result has been a tendency to extend uncritically to higher organisms biochemical processes that are well documented in bacteria. The thesis that evolution must proceed through the development of new proteins was challenged by Britten and Davidson (33) , who showed how substantial phenotypic novelty could be attained simply by rearranging existing structural genes into different control circuits. The existence and importance of this "second type" of molecular evolution is supported by the studies of Wilson et al. (264) . These workers compared the rates of protein evolution with rates of anatomical evolution in selected vertebrate species. The degree of amino acid divergence between albumins from various species was compared with the ability of the relevant species to produce viable hybrid offspring; successful interspecific crosses were regarded as pointing to compatibility between the regulatory circuits of the species. Wilson et al. (264) showed that among the ancient (approximate time of origin, 250 million years ago) and anatomically rather uniform anurans (frogs) very substantial differences in albumin structure did not prevent the formation of hybrids that could metamorphose from tadpole into adult. By contrast, among placental mammals (approximate time of origin, 75 million years ago), which include such anatomically VOL. 40, 1976 diverse organisms as whales, bats, men, and sheep, viable hybrids formed only between species with very similar albumins.
These data suggest that the rate at which mutations accumulate in structural genes does not correlate with the rate ofanatomical evolution. The initial studies of Wilson et al. (264) could be criticized on the basis of the fact that only one protein was used to justify the conclusion obtained. However, in a further paper (140) , 44 human proteins were compared with 44 chimpanzee proteins of homologous function. The human proteins were, on average, 99% similar to the chimpanzee proteins. This means that the structural genes for these proteins are as similar as the structural genes of sibling species (145) . It is difficult to avoid the inference that organismal evolution is mediated, not by changes in structural genes, but by changes in patterns of gene regulation.
Although the genetic basis of regulatory evolution is still debated, there seems little doubt that repetitive DNA is involved (33, 55, 179, 261) . Substantial amounts of repetitive DNA are characteristic of eukaryotic rather than prokaryotic cells (29) .
Role of Mutation in Evolution
The orthodox neo-Darwinian view of evolution predicts that the rate and direction of evolution will be determined by positive selective pressure. However, recent data on protein sequences and enzyme polymorphisms have given rise to the concept that many mutations are selectively neutral and that evolution may proceed at least in part via the random fixation of such neutral mutations (137, 139 ; for review, see reference 199) . This view has been attacked by defendents of the selectionist position (148, 220) . For example, Goodman et al. (85) claim to have demonstrated a Darwinian evolution in the genealogy of the globin group of proteins, whereas Blundell and Wood (26) have described the evolution of insulin mainly in terms of adaptive processes. This issue cannot be resolved at the time of writing, but the neutralists have served to reemphasize the traditional role accorded to chance events in evolution. Ohta (198) points out that random events are likely to be important in molecular evolution in small populations in which a disadvantageous allele may occasionally replace its fitter partner by genetic drift. Monod (180) has cogently argued that mutation is by its very nature a chance event whose intrinsic randomness reflects the statistical basis of the underlying physical events. According to Monod, the stochastic nature of mutation provides an inexhaustible lottery of possibilities such that (moderate) environmental challenges can almost always be matched by an appropriate genetic response.
The stochastic character of mutation is firmly fixed into existing theories of evolution and is supported by an impressive body of experimental evidence. The protective pattern of synonym codons in the genetic code is commonly interpreted as a fail-safe device "designed" to minimize the phenotypic effects of inevitable genetic "errors" (6, 54) .
The importance of stochastic mutation in adaptation is supported by virtually the entire weight of laboratory studies on monoclonal cultures of microorganisms. Mutants such as Gal-, Bio-, which are readily obtained by the appropriate selective platings, almost certainly represent the results of rare, randomly introduced genetic changes. Mills et al. (177) have determined the entire primary structure of a self-replicating variant of Q,8 phage (MDV-1).
Kramer et al. (146) then elucidated the base sequence of an MDV-1 mutant obtained by subjecting the replicating variant to concentrations of ethidium bromide that normally inhibit replication. The nucleotide sequence of the mutant was found to differ in three residues from that of the wild type. Since no recombination could have occurred in this in vitro system, the observed changes must have occurred as a result of random errors during RNA synthesis by Q,3 replicase. In assessing the significance of these data, it is important to recall that most "mutant" reference cultures are genetically defective, i.e., auxotrophic mutants represent clones in which genetic function has been lost not gained. It has proven much more difficult to isolate new genes of positive adaptive value under laboratory conditions. Betz et al. (25) have shown that a limited number of mutations in the amidase of Pseudomonas aeruginosa may generate moderate changes in the substrate specificity of the enzyme. However, a carefully planned and executed set of experiments specifically designed to study experimental enzyme evolution failed to develop novel substrate specificities (221) : under the conditions employed, the only detectable response to stress was the hyperproduction of preexisting enzymes due to gene duplication.
This result is considered indicative of the moderately low frequency with which useful mutations are introduced into DNA by chance events. I do not deny that evolution may occur via stochastic mutation, but I dispute the significance of such mutation in natural adaptation. In my view (209) , the isolation of an organism from its original environment and its subsequent propagation by serial passage on defined media under controlled conditions creates a genetic stability that has no parallel in a natural ecosystem. Because of this, stochastic mutation, which I believe to be a minor source of adaptive potential in nature, has been elevated to a status that gives a misleading and inaccurate impression of natural evolution.
To clarify this point, it is necessary to rationalize the terminology used to describe mutations.
MUTATION: A REEXAMINATION
No system of information transmission can be 100% efficient (233) . It follows that any repeating process of polynucleotide replication will produce some genetic "noise." Such noise may be regarded as a biochemical expression of the second law of the thermodynamics (79, 180) .
Many biochemists would equate genetic noise with spontaneous point mutations. Point mutations can arise from "copying errors" in polynucleotide synthesis. Accepted mechanisms for such copying errors include tautomerism and ionization of the bases. It has long been obvious that there are substantial discrepancies between observed error rates and those predicted on purely physicochemical grounds: For example, Koch and Miller (144) have used quantitative data (pK values) for the various bases to calculate that spontaneous mutation for all base pair transitions (assuming equal frequency of adenine-thymine [A-T] and guanine-cytosine [G-C] pairs) should amount to 1.3 x 10-2 errors per generation per base pair. An even higher figure can be obtained for the base analogue, bromouracil. At pH 7.2 the spontaneous mutation rate for bromouracil incorporation should be 2 x 10-l per A-T pair.
However, the error rates observed in in vivo reactions are vastly lower than the predicted values. The mutation rate in DNA synthesis is often placed at 10-9 (138). Trautner et al. have tested the ability of the enzyme polymerase I of E. coli to discriminate against "incorrect" bases (256) . Their data show that mistakes occur at a rate of less than 1 per 105 nucleotides incorporated. The example of adenine-bromouracil polynucleotides is especially instructive. At the pH used for the enzyme reaction (8.7), bromouracil should be 90% ionized and thymine should be about 8% ionized (144) , yet the "wrong" base-guanine-is incorporated only once in 2,000 to 25,000 times. It is obvious, therefore, that the polymerases drastically reduce the error rate.
The exact mechanism is still obscure. A primary discrimination must operate at the recognition level for individual nucleotides. Koch and Miller (144) suggest that the polymerases possess allosteric sites that select against inappropriate ionic or tautomeric forms ofthe bases. It is now recognized that polymerases are able to "edit" bases at the replication fork: this is because the 3' --5' exonuclease activity often associated with these enzymes is able to remove mismatched bases erroneously incorporated during polymerization (36) . After synthesis a variety of repair enzymes monitor the double helix for local irregularities. The excision-repair mechanism that removes ultraviolet-induced thymine-thymine dimers is well known. Deoxyribonuclease 1, an enzyme from Ustilago maydis, acts preferentially upon the mismatched bases in heteroduplex DNA (5) . Nglycosidases recognize and remove uracil from DNA-containing deaminated C residues (i55); the lesion may then be repaired by the action of endonuclease 11/111, a polymerase, and a ligase (156) .
Hopfield (109) has proposed a further mechanism that would greatly enhance the reliability of information transfer in DNA and protein synthesis. His concept of "kinetic proofreading" in effect invokes a second channel for the rejection of incorrect monomers in any reaction that is strongly but nonspecifically driven by phosphate hydrolysis. Whether this scheme is true or false, it is evident that natural selection has exploited every avenue implicit in protein structure and chemical kinetics to control errors arising during the synthesis of crucial biopolymers.
Shannon's principle (233) states that, although noise can be minimized, it cannot be eliminated entirely. I would like to introduce the term entropic mutation to describe this minimal "scrambling" of the genetic script. A defining feature of entropic mutation is that it is inherently unpredictable, since it has its genesis in uncertainties in the underlying physicochemical events.
Many biologists would apply this term to the bulk of the neutral mutations described by Ohta (199) . However, I suggest that entropic mutation, in the strict sense in which it has been defined here, has been a negligible factor in evolution for at least two-thirds of the evolutionary time scale. My reason for this statement resides in the fact that the mutation rate in species that have been carefully studied can be raised or lowered, probably by modulating the ratio of repair/replication. It follows that the rate of mutation is subject to the influence of natural selection. An antimutator strain of phage T4 described by Muzyczka et al. (187) had an error rate less than 10-3 times that of VOL. 40, 1976 556 REANNEY the "wild type." Conversely, mutator loci, which increase the mutation rate, are well documented in E. coli (see reference 106). The mutT locus preferentially causes A:T --G:C transversions (52); cells can sustain a load of 7,000 or so such mutations and still remain viable. This means that mutagenic polymerases (and associated enzymes) can affect not only the rate but also the specificity of the mutations they induce. Mutations of this nature cannot be wholly entropic. I propose the term modulated mutation to describe such nonrandom events. This flexible "reliability index" for polymerases enables populations to adjust the am~ount of genetic variability they contain to suit environmental conditions. Modulated mutations have undoubtedly been significant during evolution, especially in its initial phases. In my view, over 99.9% of neutral mutations belong in the modulated category.
As a mechanism of adaptation, modulated mutations are not particularly effective. Lowering of the mutation rate (antimutator genes) is advantageous only in an environment so stable that the need for variation is minimal. Mutator loci promote variation but in a largely unselective fashion. Further, in a hypermutating population the "desired" effect of a "good" mutation in a particular locus is likely to be negated by the increased probability that "bad" mutations will inactivate other genes.
I propose that neither entropic nor modulated mutations have been the prime vehicle of adaptive change. The term "mutation" is often used to describe gene inversions, translocations, and duplications (236) . Many large-scale genetic rearrangements like gene duplications cannot be "entropic." The fact that, in many cases, the duplicated gene is an exact copy of its progenitor sequence implies that the enzymes involved have functioned correctly and as part of a highly sophisticated mechanism (see the section, Significance of sequence duplication in natural genetic engineering).
I wish to introduce a final and key termprogrammed variation. The common denominator of programmed variations is the obligatory involvement of recombinational enzyme systems. It is my opinion that higher-order and controlled processes for creating genetic novelty have for many hundreds of millions of years superseded entropic and modulated mutation as the prime source of usable variation in evolution. A consequence of this view is the prediction that a specific enzyme machinery for polynucleotide exchange will be universally distributed throughout the biological world. Evolution based on polynucleotide exchange is relatively efficient, since the participating nucleic acids have already been screened by natural selection (209, 273) .
The recombination rate, like the mutation rate, may be manipulated by selective pressures. A model for the regulation of recombination in higher organisms, based largely on studies with Neurospora and Schizophyllum, has been proposed by Pandey (205) ; key features of the model are (i) the frequency of recombination for a given locus is controlled by specific regulatory genes or rec genes (the number of rec loci need not be large if one rec gene can control recombination at many chromosomal sites) and (ii) the dominant rec allele suppresses recombination while the recessive allele promotes it. Thus, outbreeding with its associated high heterozygosity of the rec genes effectively "switches off" recombination; conversely, the homozygosity brought about by inbreeding may introduce large amounts of novel variation. The resulting flexibility might be especially useful in small populations facing changing conditions. Thus, among higher organisms environmental challenges may, to a certain extent, provoke the type of genetic response needed to compensate for them. The model is consistent with many observations: Dewees (61) found dominance in genes that decreased the rate of recombination at a test locus in Tribolium castaneum. Zarachi et al. (272) noted that chiasma frequencies were higher in inbred than outbred wheat populations. However, the converse relationship has been reported by Rees and Thomson (215 by adenylylation, acetylation, or phosphorylation (20) .
In the case of a laboratory population of coliforms, the effectiveness of the adaptive response is hindered by three factors: (i) the genetic diversity of a monoclonal population is rather small; (ii) an absolute limit to the degree of potential genetic flexibility is set by the rate of entropic mutation for any given locus, and (iii) even if a favorable mutant is present in the gene pool, a brake on the speed of its spread is set by the rate at which the organism divides. By contrast, in a natural ecosystem the degree of preexisting, environmentally "tested" variation is vastly greater (section, Genes Carried by ECEs) and further innovations may rapidly be created (section, Natural Genetic Engineering). Further, and here is the key point, extrachromosomal elements (ECEs) have the crucial ability to replicate independently of (and in relaxed strains many times faster than) the genome of the cell. Hence, once a plasmid carrying a favorable gene enters a selectively disadvantaged population, its spread can assume an epidemic character. In this context it is easy to see how selection has created the infective ability of many ECEs, not as a means of bringing about cell death, but as an extraordinarily efficient mechanism ofaccelerated cell evolution. One must note, however, that it is these very properties-autonomous replication and infectivity-that characterize the "pathological" ECEs. The point has been made elsewhere (209, 211) that the emergence of cytopathic viruses may be viewed as an inevitable consequence of the central role played by ECEs in adaptive processes.
Plasmid-mediated adaptation is documented in depth only in the case of drug resistance among the pathogenic microflora. Because of this, the implications of such data for general evolution are not universally accepted. However, Campbell (40) has made the pointed comment "if we ask 'how do natural bacterial populations evolve' we probably should not ignore the one case where the process has been observed."
In the remainder of this article I will attempt to show that (i) ECE-mediated adaptive responses may occur in numerous stress situations, and (ii) such mechanisms are not restricted to prokaryotes.
TERMINOLOGY OF ECEs A diversity of ECEs exist: transfer factors, phages of various kinds, viruses of higher organisms, insertion sequences, etc., and the literature is cluttered with such terms as "plasmid," "exogenote," "episome," and "transposon," to which different authors often impute different meanings (see, for example, reference 72). Confusion is compounded by the fact that one ECE such as X may act as a plasmid, an episome, or a vegetative phage.
To evaluate the proposed adaptive role of ECEs in an unambiguous way, it is necessary to define precisely certain of the terms to be used. The criteria used in the following classification will not find support among all workers in microbiology, and it is hoped that one value of this article will be to draw attention to the pressing need to rationalize the terminology of this field. It should be noted that the definitions adopted below correspond in large measure with the terminology recently proposed by Novick et al. (193) .
ECE: This will be retained as a catholic term embracing all extrachromosomal genetic elements, either DNA or RNA; as such, the term includes all viruses, viroids, transfer factors, insertion sequences, and cryptic plasmid DNA. It should be noted that, in terms of this definition, the circular DNA in amphibian oocytes that generates reiterated copies of ribosomal DNA by a rolling circle mechanism (111) is an ECE.
Plasmid: This term is much abused in the current literature. As originally coined by Lederberg (151) , the word is a synonym for ECE. However, a number of writers (92, 128) have used the word "plasmid" to denote an ECE that is incapable of chromosomal integration. Most reviews give the impression that plasmids include such agents as resistance transfer factors and F but exclude many temperate phages.
Because of the ambiguity surrounding the term I will, where possible, avoid its use in this article and confine myself to the more precise terms defined below. A further reason for this decision lies in the fact that the term is normally applied only to agents infecting bacteria. A prime purpose of this article is to extend the discussion to eukaryotic organisms, and use of the term "plasinid" to describe, for example, a virus like polyoma would not find ready acceptance.
Conjugative plasmid: This term will specifically apply to those agents that may promote their own intercell transfer via conjugation. As such, it is synonymous with the term "transmissable plasmid" as defined by Meynell et al. (176) and includes sex factors, resistance transfer factors, and certain colicinogenic factors. Note that no agents formally analogous to transfer factors are documented among eukaryotes.
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Episome: This useful term is often criticized by those who use it most frequently (see, for example, 39). In this article "episome" will be used in the broadest taxonomic sense to describe any transmissible ECE that can integrate into and/or excise from cellular DNA.
Thus it covers conjugative plasmids such as F, phages such as X, and also eukaryote viruses such as the papovavirus and oncornavirus groups.
Virus: This term basically refers to the huge group of entities that promote the transfer of their genetic material from cell to cell by means of discrete particles. The genetic material of viruses is protected by surrounding protein, lipoprotein bilayer membranes, or both.
Control element: The molecular nature of the "control element" described by McClintock (163) in maize is unknown, but its properties of self-amplification and translocation suggest that it is probably an ECE of some kind.
Cryptic circular DNA (cc DNA): (Conjugative and nonconjugative plasmids, viruses, and control elements) do not encompass all the ECEs documented in various systems. The most common type of element not covered by any of the above may be the circular DNAs detected in a variety of cells (see, for example, Cozzarelli et al. [53] ). The ability of such cyclic DNAs to selfamplify and infect other cells is in many instances not documented.
The terms "viroid" and "insertion sequence" (IS) retain the specialized meanings imputed to them by the authors who coined them.
The reader should note that the above categories exist purely for descriptive convenience; they imply nothing about phylogenetic relationships between the various entities.
ECOLOGY OF ECEs ECEs are best documented among prokaryotes. Gyles and co-workers (89) have estimated that extrachromosomal replicons may occur in 50% of all naturally occurring strains of Enterobacteriaceae. The frequency of lysogenic strains in the genus Pseudomonas has been placed as high as 100% (see reference 108). The full spectrum of such ECEs has probably not been uncovered, because few systematic ecological studies have been performed and because gene rearrangements may be creating novel ECE DNAs more or less continuously. However, the number of plasmids in coliforms is likely to be very large: Novick (192) 216 consists of minicircles that exhibit extensive base homology with host cellular DNA (104) . However, the "plasmid" status of this material is doubtful. Much of the difficulty in detecting plasmids in Bacillus lies in the apparent absence of a convenient screening system such as resistance to antibiotics. The only known instance of a correlation between the presence of a plasmid and a phenotypic property of the host is the altered sporogenic ability of B. pumilus NRS 576 on loss of the plasmid pPL576 (158) .
The ECEs most abundantly represented in BACTERIOL. REV. (51, 211) . Our data (Kelly and Reanney, unpublished observations) and those of Ackerman and Smirnoff (3) suggest that many bacilli in this genus are polylysogens. Polylysogeny occurs frequently in other genera: for example, one strain ofPseudomonas has been reported to harbor 8 to 10 different prophages (see reference 108). However, the phenomenon of pseudolysogeny is also common in Bacillus (31, 224) , and many phage genomes may never enter into a stable association with chromosomal DNA. The abundant presence of prophages in this genus suggests that the cell-to-cell passage of plasmid DNA may be mediated by transducing viruses. In other gram-positive eubacteria such as staphylococci, which also lack conjugative plasmids, the interstrain transfer of plasmidborne drug resistance is achieved by transduction (194; see section, cell-to-ECE-to-cell gene transfer).
The (apparent) absence of conjugative plasmids from the genus Bacillus possibly reflects the fundamental ecological differences that exist between the habitats of coliforms and sporeforming bacilli. In the gut of vertebrates where large coliform populations exist in a substraterich, fluid medium the chances of successful cell-to-cell mating are high. The colloidal and particulate character of soil, and the variable nature of such factors as pH, temperature, and nutrient supply, mean that bacteria in soil will, under most conditions, be less likely to be in a VOL. 40, 1976 560 REANNEY state of adequate physical proximity and metabolic fitness to permit an efficient process of gene transfer by connecting pili. Hence, in soil, selection may have acted to promote cell-to-cell transfers by means of the smaller, more easily diffusible and dispersible phage particles. The ability of phages to survive in spores (31) is probably a further adaptive reflection of the differing problems faced by Bacillus species compared with coliforms.
Passing from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, conjugative plasmids have not been documented among eukaryotes, and theoretical considerations suggest that such elements could serve fewer useful functions in metazoan organisms than in unicellular organisms. cc DNA is known; for example, the small circular nonmitochondrial DNA molecule observed in yeast by Guerineau et al. (88) has been suggested to be the agent responsible for oligomycin resistance in this organism. However, apart from control elements (163) , about which little is known, the most common ECEs in eukaryotes appear to be viruses. Viruses are known for most of the major phyla. For any given vertebrate, the number of associated viruses may run into thousands. Little systematic ecological work has been done on eukaryote viruses, with the exception of those few viruses pathogenic to man. Just as the distinction between cellular and viral DNA is blurred in bacteria, so among vertebrates it has become increasingly difficult to treat the type C oncornaviruses as agents "foreign" to the host chromosomes (119, 251, 209, 211) . Endogenous oncornaviruses containing the enzyme reverse transcriptase have been reported in each vertebrate species carefully examined for them. In particular, class I viral genes (82) appear to be universally present in vertebrate chromosomes. At this point the arguments for the ubiquity of ECEs become circular. If, as Szybalski and Szybalski (249) and others believe, the chromosomes of all organisms contain viral "modules" that may occasionally acquire replicative autonomy, then it follows that ECEs will be universally distributed throughout the biosphere (see section, Natural Genetic Engineering.) HOST RANGES OF ECEs IN NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS The question of host ranges for ECEs such as phages appears to have been investigated on a piecemeal basis. Among Bacillus species, it is easy, from published reports, to gain the impression that phages are rather restricted in their host range(s). Phage W, studied by McCloy (164) , when tested for lytic activity against 244 Bacillus cultures, would lyse only strains of B. anthracis and B. cereus. Phage TP-84 lysed only 3 of 24 strains of B. stearothermophilus (227) . Because of their presumed species specificity, phages are often used in the taxonomic identification of unknown organisms (238) .
In assessing the significance of such data we were impressed by the fact that in every case known to us the phages and the indicator bacteria had not been isolated from the same ecosystem. A priori, it seems unrealistic to expect that a monoclonal culture of a given bacterium isolated from a particular soil in one part of the world will display towards a particular phage the same susceptibility as a culture isolated from an ecologically distinct and geographically remote soil sample. We therefore determined the host ranges of a variety of Bacillus phages isolated from roughly the same soil ecosystem as a group ofbacterial colonies picked at random. Table 2 shows a typical st of results. Of 38 bacteria, only one was resistant to all 29 phages. Only one phage -K19 -could not lyse any ofthe bacteria. For the rest, Table 2 reveals a broad spread of phage susceptibility such that 30% of the phages can infect between 60 to 83% of the bacteria. We conclude that the use of international reference cultures as indicator bacteria for newly isolated phages may give a misleading and restricted picture of the natural host ranges of such viruses (214) . Table 3 shows the same 29 soil phages tested against 25 known cultures of Bacillus. It is clear that most of the phages have host ranges that cross species lines. There is no necessary correlation with bacterial taxonomy. The authentic B. pumilus ATCC 7061 is not lysed by any of 22 phages originally isolated on B. pumilus W43 (214) . Phage K13 lyses 15 of 26 strains distributed among six species, some of which are considered taxonomically distant by Smith et al. (238) .
Turning to the coliform group, we find a rather similar picture. Although many coliphages appear to have limited host ranges, a substantial number do not. P1 infects not only Escherichia spp. but also Salmonella, Shigella, and Klebsiella, whereas Kaiser and Dworkin (132) have recently shown that P1 can transfer genes from E. coli to a myxobacterium.
Wide host ranges seem to be more characteristic of the generalized transducing phages than those mediating specialized transduction. However, it is among the conjugative plasmids that one finds the highest degree of communicability between species. An R factor such as RP4 can infect virtually all members of the enteric microflora and several free-living species (57, 58, 126, 192, 202, 248; see Table 4 ). BACTERIOL. REV. The 29 phages were isolated from local soil to lyse 38 bacterial clones isolated from the same locality. Phages prefixed with 'K" were isolated onB. pumilus W43; phages prefixed with L were isolated onB. licheniformis; and those prefixed with C were isolated on B. circulans. Phage D-6 was isolated on B. stearothermophilus. The 38 soil bacteria have not been identified (Reanney and Dodds, unpublished data). b +, Clear lysis; +c, clear lysis with some colonies; +t, turbid lysis; f, lysis faint but detectable; id, individual plaques.
Among higher organisms, we find a substantial disparity between the host ranges of viruses of plants and of animals. Plant viruses may have wide host ranges. Alfalfa mosaic virus can infect 222 species of plants (56); tobacco ringspot infects 246 species distributed throughout 54 families (237). Some reasons for, and consequences of, these wide host ranges have been discussed by Reanney (209, 211) . Among higher animals, host ranges for most viruses seem severely restricted. However, vesicular stomatitis virus can infect a diversity of mammals, whereas polyoma can infect rats, rabbits, mice, and hamsters. Certain rhabdovirions can multiply in such taxonomically diverse hosts as insects, vertebrates, and angiosperms. It is clear, therefore, that viruses, as a group, are to varying degrees independent of conventional phylogenetic relationships in that they possess the ability to transfer genes across tolerably wide taxonomic gaps.
GENES CARRIED BY ECEs
The medical threat posed by multiple drug resistance has "publicized" the ECEs (R factors) responsible (10). Table 5 shows that such elements can carry genes for resistance to at least seven different antibiotics, seven heavy metal poisons, and to ultraviolet, colicins, and phages. Since all of these agents are bacteriocidal, the selective advantage accruing to an organism carrying such genes, either singly or more especially in combination, is obvious. However, if the general thesis of the article is (41) , and napthalene (70) . Not all genes carried by conjugative plasmids code for "dispensible" functions. F has recently been shown to promote the turnover of "stable" (67) RNA in E. coli (196) . Ofthe two loci involved (termed srnA and srnB) the smB gene(s) appears to be located on the F plasmid (196) . The R-Utrecht plasmid codes for an enzyme similar to E. coli DNA polymerase I (165) . Although this enzyme is implicated in the ultraviolet resistance conferred by the plasmid, an essential role for polymerase I in chromosomal replication seems established (201) . The genetic flexibility of conjugative plasmids has been abundantly confirmed in the laboratory. Low (161) has described 171 F' factors for E. coli K-12. It seems very probable that any genetic marker in the coliform map can become incorporated into such a factor. The Srn phenotype conferred by F (196) may imply that the classical F (Hayes) factor merely represents a specific, stable F' element that has attained an unrepresentative prominence because of its widespread use as a laboratory tool and its status as the "archetypal" conjugative plasmid.
The integration of any plasmid into cellular DNA, irrespective of any genes carried by the DNA, can markedly affect the genetic and metabolic state of the organism. Many ECEs encode their own specific endonucleases (often restriction endonucleases, as in the case of R Eco RI [100] for the R1 conjugative plasmid), site-specific transferases, and other autoreplicative functions. The most significant consequence of the new enzyme activities sometimes introduced by ECEs may be the enhanced potential for natural "genetic engineering" under various selective pressures (see section, Natural Genetic Engineering). Clearly, these consequences of infection by conjugative plasmids apply with equal validity to the infection of a cell by a temperate phage. Lambdoid phages such as X and 480 also encode sequence-specific endonucleases, in addition to sequence-specific repressors (168) . Also, some phages, like plasmids, appear to carry some "somatic" (191) genes, e.g., tox in phage ,B as quasipermanent parts of their genomes ( Table  7) . The phage-specific functions that result in the induction and repression of L-arabinose isomerase in P22-infected Salmonella typhimurium (43) are not conversion genes, but they do indicate the diversity of metabolic side-effects that may accompany infection.
The situation in eukaryotes is less well documented. The papovaviruses, polyoma and simian virus 40 (SV40), can carry genes of cellular origin in the so-called pseudovirions (12) . It appears as though the degradation of mouse embryo DNA to produce the encapsidated fragments is relatively specific (266) . Similarly, Ikawa et al. (122) have shown that type C RNA tumor viruses grown in erythroblasts can incorporate globin mRNA's; if this is a general feature of the oncornaviruses then perhaps an RNA equivalent of any gene may become incorporated into such particles.
GENETIC "COMPLEXITY" OF ANY PROKARYOTIC SPECIES Table 3 gave the host range characteristics of 15 phages isolated on B. pumilus W43 which have been studied in our laboratory in some detail. Figure 1 shows the cell-to-cell connections made possible by these phages (214) . To prove that these connections result in a flow of genes along the pathways mapped would require a rigorous demonstration that the phages can transduce cellular DNA. That this is likely to be the case for at least some of the phages is strongly suggested by existing data. Romig (224) has noted that pseudolysogenic phages for the genus Bacillus are often capable of generalized transduction. In view of these considerations, we contend that the "species" concept can no longer be meaningfully applied to members of the soil microflora. It is obvious that, at least in terms of the bacteria studied, no single organism can evolve in genetic isolation from other organisms with which it shares a common environment. Jones and Sneath (130) distinguish between a "taxospecies" (i.e., a species in the usual taxonomic sense) and a "genospecies," in which organisms are grouped because of their ability to interchange genes. In this context, it is possible that the genus Bacillus constitutes a single genospecies (214) .
I attempted to construct a similar "genetic Novick (192) that at least 356 "different" ECEs can feed polynucleotide into E. coli. In some cases exact measurements of the DNA contents of these ECEs are not known, but from recorded molecular weights and contour lengths one can infer that the amount ofDNA able to enter a coliform cell via its associated ECEs is equal to or greater than the DNA content of the cell's own genophore.
In the section, Genes Carried by ECEs, we set out the diversity of genes carried by various coliform ECEs. Thus, in the case of E. coli, because of the wide host ranges of conjugative plasmids and certain phages, specialized biochemical features not physically contained in the E. coli chromosome are mixed into the gene pool upon which selection acts. Figure 2 gives specific examples; genes for urease, lysine decarboxylase, phenylalanine deaminase, sulfite reductase, etc., are physically contained in the RECIPIENT SPP chromosomes of noncoliform enteric bacteria but can be passaged into E. coli by diverse ECEs. The general principle that emerges is that in any ecosystem where the microflora is connected by a sufficiently large number of ECEs, the size of the entity upon which selection acts may exceed by perhaps several orders of magnitude the size of the gene pool of a monoclonal population of bacteria propagated under laboratory conditions. It follows that, far from being "simple" or "primitive" organisms, bacteria are in fact an elegant adaptive answer to the changing stress patterns in different microenvironments. Because of ECEs, selection can maintain among bacteria a high degree of dispersed genetic variation at minimal metabolic cost while keeping cell genophores small enough to capitalize upon the advantages of a rapid rate of reproduction (210) .
The genetic processes mediated by ECEs have been described in depth in recent reviews (see for example, references 218 and 219), so here I will confine the discussion to processes RESERVOIR phages in strains of salmonellae is illustrative; such phages bring about alterations in the chemical structure of the 0 antigen polysaccharide. Phages e15 and g341 repress cellular transacetylation to galactose moieties on the polysaccharide (222) . Phage e34 promotes the synthesis of two types of glucosyl transferase needed to link glucose to C4 of galactose (32, 223, 269) . It is noteworthy that the conversion genes are expressed even in lysogenic bacteria in which all virus-encoded functions (other than the phage-specific repressor) are repressed (257) . Various workers have expressed the view that conversion genes may derive from host chromosomes (162, 257 ). This hypothesis was tested by Matsuyama and Uetake (172), who mapped the chromosomal locations of the conversion phages in Salmonella anatum. They found that phages e15 and g&4,, both of which inhibit cellular transacetylation to galactose residues (above), map near the his locus (both prophages integrated between his and lys). It is known that the structural gene (oafA) for transacetylase is located close to the his locus (167) , as are other enzymes responsible for the synthesis of 0 antigen polysaccharide (167) .
Although these relationships are not conclusive, they do suggest that conversion genes may be formed from cellular DNA by a mechanism similar to that employed in the production of specialized transducing phages (172) . If this thesis is valid and if it can be applied to other conversion genes, then phage conversion (like conjugative plasmid "conversion"; see reference 196) may represent a special case of transduction in which the fragment of cell DNA enters into a more permanent association with phage genes than is usual in most known transductions (see also reference 273). This problem was investigated by Uetake and Hagiwara (258), using phages e'5 and g34,.
They showed that lysates from S. anatum cells mixedly infected with the two phages contained, besides parental phage, particles that carried one phage genome wrapped in the head and tail proteins of another phage in reciprocal combination. This phenotypic mixing (189) may occur rather frequently in situations in which generalized transduction is common. The DNA of e15 is a permuted collection of molecules similar to that found in P22 (255). In the situation described above, a "hybrid" phage with the DNA of one type and the host specificity of another may be formed by cutting the DNA of e15 into headful sizes characteristic of g34, (258) .
Interactions among different ECEs illustrate the subtlety and flexibility of genetic response introduced into ecosystems by these elements. Prophages may themselves be transduced by other viruses (127) . This provides another mechanism for bringing specific ECE genes into a cell normally insensitive to penetration by the ECE itself. Similarly, plasmids like F may be transduced in phage heads. This might have adaptive value in situations where genes carried by the plasmids confer a strong survival advantage but where successful matings occur rarely, if at all. A clear-cut example of this is found among gram-positive eubacteria; as noted in the section, The Ecology of ECEs, staphylococci lack conjugative plasmids, but the frequent cell-to-cell transfer of plasmids carrying resistance genes may be brought about by transducing phages (194) . The Staphylococcus atreus phage S1, for example, transduces the nonconjugative tetracycline (rms7tet) plasmid (123) . It seems significant that ECEs in staphylococci are transduced inuch more frequently than chromosomal genes (190) . The reverse case -where phage DNA is carried in sexductive processes (see, for example, F'LAC Mu+ episomes [169] )-might be favored in situations where successful matings were frequent in a population insensitive to a particular phage carrying a selectively useful gene or genes.
Although a great deal is now known about ECE genetics, novel interrelationships continue to be uncovered: the recent data of Schwesinger and Novick (229) suggest that the integration of a penicillinase plasmid in S. aureus is promoted by prophage 411. Inoue and Mitsuhashi (123) have shown that a tet resistance trait, originally carried in the S. aureus plasmid rms7tet, can become part of the genome of S. aureus phage S1. This may be considered a case of "phage conversion" where the conversion gene is derived from the DNA of an ECE rather than a cell. Experiments also indicate that a conjugative plasmid can mobilize an element that is not transmissible per se; for example, many R factors can mobilize the mercury resistance plasmid in P. aeruginosa PAT (see reference 242). Further interactions will undoubtedly emerge in the course of future research. In sum, one must conclude that the evolutionary plasticity of ECEs is enormous.
Genome Sizing
The ability of the cell to survive in a given environment often depends on the balance struck between the genetic load carried by the genophore and the rate at which the organism can reproduce; to be successful, the DNA of the cell must contain enough genes to meet the biochemical demands made by the environment, but at the same time it is useful for the cell to be able to replicate faster than competing organisms. Thus survival is often linked, through replicative rates, to genome size. I suggest that bacterial genomes can rapidly and effectively be sized by ECEs as stress conditions change. Lysogenization of a cell by phage may increase the size of the genome by as much as 2% in a single genetic event. Conversely, curing cells of transfer factors may reduce DNA contents. Since 30% of coliform DNA may consist of prophage (249) , and since bacteria may contain up to 20% of their DNA in plasmid form (219) , the degree of genome sizing possible by this means is considerable.
Agents like ethidium bromide used to cure or induce cells in the laboratory are unlikely to be those operating in nature. Natural mechanisms of the gain or loss of ECE's are likely to include ECEs themselves. Goldberg and Bryan (84) have shown that inactivation of defective phage PBSX can cause Bacillus subtilis to acquire sensitivity to SP-10 infection. Infection of coliforms with phage M13 cures the cells of the F' factor (204) .
Controlled Randomization of Genomes IS elements and phage Mu. IS elements and phage Mu are discussed in detail in the section, Natural genetic engineering. Although IS elements are naked DNA molecules, whereas Mu is a phage, both types of ECE have similar genetic properties. Mu, for example, causes mutations in the genome of E. coli on an apparently random basis. Even within a single BACTERIOL. REV. VOL. 40, 1976 gene such as lacZ, there appears to be no bias towards any one site (38) .
At first sight the random mutations caused by Mu and IS elements seem formally analogous to entropic mutations. However Mu-and IS-induced mutations cannot be entropic in the sense defined, because the ecological abundance and cell specificity of a phage such as Mu is sensitive to selective pressures. Further, Mu and IS elements do not cause mutations by changing preexisting sequences: rather they work by inserting their own DNA into the continuity of the chromosome of the host. The prime adaptive advantage of this insertion is discussed in the section, Natural genetic engineering. At this point, we merely note that random mutations due to the insertion of "foreign" DNA will have genetic effects different from modulated mutations due to mutagenic polymerases. For example, insertion of a fixed length of DNA between two previously contiguous structural genes will alter gene spacing and hence affect transcriptional timing. Paradoxically, the insertion of Mu often has the effect of deleting DNA (112) . Such deletions may group genes into novel combinations by removing the intervening sequences (see, for example, reference 129). Because of its capacity to insert and delete DNA, Mu will function in fine-scale genome sizing.
Permuted phage genomes. The DNAs of phages T2, P22, etc., are circularly permuted and terminally redundant. This means that, from a single genetic particle, an extremely broad spectrum of different sequences is recreated with each lytic cycle, thereby exposing to the test of selection as many gene permutations as the burst size of the cell and the total population number of progeny phages permits. If the order in which genes enter the cells affects phage survival and/or if position effects are important in promoting effective replication, then it follows that any individual permutation will not be exactly equivalent to any other in terms of its functional fitness. This idea would be partly invalidated if the DNA cyclized via its redundant termini, but available evidence (66) seems incompatible with the existence of a circular replicating intermediate for T4. Thus, we suggest that the random withdrawal of genes into phage heads provides a unique example of programmed variation, i.e., of the way novelty of genetic organization may be continuously replenished within a monoclonal population.
Natural Genetic Engineering The term "genetic engineering" is normally applied only to the laboratory manipulations by which DNAs from taxonomically divergent EXTRACHROMOSOMAL ELEMENTS 569 sources are fused into new combinations by restriction and ligating enzymes. Restriction enzymes are normally considered to serve a defensive function in that they protect the cell against foreign DNA. At first glance, enzymes of this type thus appear to constitute a major barrier to extensive interactions among heterologous nucleic acids. It is paradoxical that it is precisely this class of enzymes that has made genetic engineering possible in vitro. The question thus arises as to whether, under suitable selective pressures, restriction enzymes might also facilitate the emergence of novel gene combinations in nature.
In this section we will interpret the term "genetic engineering" in its broadest sense to mean any natural process(es) of polynucleotide exchange that may be achieved by enzymes normally resident in living cells or introduced into them by ECEs. As such, the term encompasses all forms of genetic recombination; indeed, the familiar mechanism of eukaryotic sexual recombination may be regarded as one of the most successful forms of genetic engineering "invented" during evolution. In this article, however, I am concerned only with the older and, I believe, still more widespread processes of genetic engineering that are mediated by ECEs.
Processes of polynucleotide exchange involving resident homology. The thesis put forward here demands (i) that all forms of life contain enzymes capable of mediating specific processes of polynucleotide exchange, and (ii) that all natural DNAs possess stable, preferred sites for such exchange, although "illegitimate" interchanges may still occur during the coupled processes of DNA replication-repair-recombination.
This concept rests on a broad factual base: all known replicons, from the 0.75-kilobase-long IS1 element to eukaryotic cells, contain or use a specific recombinational machinery. The exact molecular mechanism(s) of recombination is still debated (see reference 110). Molecules involved include denaturation protein(s), sequence-specific endonucleases, exonucleases, repair enzymes such as polymerase I, and ligating enzymes. Considerable interest attaches to the restriction enzymes (175) , which are known to be encoded by ECEs; perhaps the best known is the restriction endonuclease R * Eco * R1 (100) specified by the E. coli fi+ R factor. Endonuclease P1 is found only in E. coli lysogenic for phage P1 (174) . Restriction system 15 is determined by an ECE related to P1 (14) . Kerszman et al. (135) have suggested that a further nuclease specificity in E. coli W is determined by a temperate phage (for review of restrictionmodification systems, see reference 13).
The specificity of any restriction endonucleolytic cut is exacting and provides powerful evidence for the contention that many processes of DNA exchange are "quantized" in the sense that only the units intervening between specific targets may be transferred.
The substrate for R Eco R1 is (100):
This sequence possesses a twofold rotational symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the axis of the double helix. Cleavage by R * Eco * R1 produces cohesive termini of four nucleotides, which provide for interdigitation with any other DNA possessing the same restriction target. One cannot help but notice that symmetry elements of this type characterize many of the control loci sequenced to date in coliforms, e.g., the lac operator region (80) . Further, such symmetrical elements (palindromes) are universally distributed throughout eukaryotic chromosomes (265) . Such observations sustain the thesis that selection acts to maximize recombination between common DNA "markers" (probably repeated DNA sequences) spaced so as to preserve the functional integrity of genes and operons in processes of DNA exchange. The repetitious nature of the base sequences in such markers might be expected to facilitate recombinational processes. Recombinational "hot spots" are documented at many loci in most chromosomes (see, for example reference 82 and the section of this article, Polynucleotide exchange involving nonresident homology).
It is perhaps worthwhile noting that whereas R1 specific cleavage generates fragments that can reassociate with either polarity, R11 cleavage generates fragments that can only reassociate with native polarity (13). Arber (13) suggests that the A-T pair in the symmetry axis of the R11 cleavage site might have "its more profound meaning" in the repair of cleaved DNA. One can go on to ask whether this preservation of correct polarity is also useful in the in vivo linking of genetic material from different sources.
Targets for R * Eco * R1 are found on the small plasmid pSC101 (50), on phage X DNA (7), on DNA from the mammalian virus SV40 (173, 181), and on amphibian DNA coding for ribosomal RNA (182) . In view of the small size of the target sequence, its widespread distribution may be entirely governed by chance. However, the possibility remains that targets at particularly disadvantageous positions may be eliminated by selective pressures. The feasibility of "genetic engineering" using restriction enzymes has been abundantly demonstrated by recent studies. Cohen and Chang (50) inserted a DNA fragment into the single R * Eco * R1 site on pSC101; neither the Tet resistance phenotype nor the ability of the plasmid to replicate was abolished, and the recombinant DNA was able to transform E. coli. It is important to note that, unless illegitimate recombination occurs, annealing of cleaved restriction targets from different DNAs regenerates the target sequence and thus preserves in the recombinant genome the functionally "quantized" character exhibited by the parental DNAs.
In such manipulations (50, 186) , the choice of DNAs and test conditions was made by the scientists to suit the purposes of each particular experiment. In natural ecosystems, the choice of DNAs will be determined by selective pressure and will often involve chromosomal DNA targets on the one hand and ECE targets on the other. However, both experiments show that biologically active ECEs may result from the use of restriction endonucleases and ligating enzymes known to be present in cells. The more general thesis, that genomes are organized into functional "quanta" separated by recombination-prone targets, is very strongly supported by the recent study of Botstein and Herskowitz (30) . These workers constructed hybrids between Salmonella phage P22 and coliphage X. The significance of their study lay in the fact that, despite certain similarities such as a similar grouping of functions in both genetic maps, P22 and X are quite different. The DNA of P22 for example is circularly permuted and terminally repetitious, whereas that of X is unique and terminally cohesive due to 5' ends of overlapping complementarity. Botstein and Herskowitz constructed a recombinant phage (X immP22) in which X DNA in the region from the left of gene N to a point beyond P was substituted by a functionally analogous P22 segment (30) . XimmP22 was apparently formed by phage-specified or bacterial recombination rather than by "illegitimate" recombination. The conclusions of Botstein and Herskowitz (30) are worth quoting: "evolution of the lambdoid phages appears to have proceeded within regions of function which have been selected for the ability to form viable combinations with functional segments from other members of the lambdoid phage group." Later, "we suggest that evolution proceeds by diversification within segments encoding particular functions: each segment retains functional compatibility and recombinational homology so that reassortment between them is easy and frequent" [ital-BACTIERIOL. REV.
EXTRACHROMOSOMAL ELEMENTS 571
ics mine]. An almost identical conclusion was reached by Szybalski and Szybalski (249) , who, after an extensive study of phage X genetics, postulated a "modular" organization of both phage and host DNAs so as to facilitate a frequent exchange of parts between the two.
It is important to note that our thesis does not imply that restriction target sites are the major "hot spots" for recombinational exchange. All models of eukaryote chromosome organization (55, 261) and of DNA replication in eukaryotes (124) propose that specific control sequences will be repeated many times along chromosomes. The models of Ioannou (124) and Bonner and Wu (27) , irrespective of their validity in other respects, are probably correct in assuming that short DNA sequences (origin sites for replication, spacing elements, promotor signals, etc.) will (i) be dispersed throughout chromosomes outside coding regions, and (ii) in many cases possess identical base sequences. If this identity of sequence extends across species "barriers," it seems unlikely that selection would bypass such ready-made homology in promoting processes of DNA exchange.
Before leaving this section, it may be useful to sound a note of caution concerning the need for sequence "homology" in recombination. Plasmids with common sequences of substantial length can coexist without detectable recombination in Staphylococcus aureus (195) . Conversely, genetic regions totally lacking in homology can participate in extremely precise crossover events. Perhaps the best-studied example of this is the integration of phage X into the chromosome of E. coli. In this instance, insertion of the episome is catalyzed by an "integrase" enzyme (235) , which selectively recognizes the attB locus on the coliform chromosome and the attP locus on the X genome. Excision of X DNA requires the int and xis gene products. Such a highly sophisticated system for the interaction of heterologous DNAs restricts the crossover event to a specific site. Precisely because of this specificity, as Richmond and Wiedeman (219) have noted, the adaptive potential of X may be limited.
A further interesting feature of X recombination is the involvement of the red enzymes (105) , which catalyze generalized recombination between X genomes. Only further research will determine whether such specialized mechanisms are frequent or rare in nature. In the absence of data to the contrary, I will, in this article, continue to assume that recombination between interacting polynucleotides is facilitated by the presence of common nucleotide sequences.
Polynucleotide exchange involving nonresident homology. Recombination between "modules" in taxonomically distinct groups occurs via target sequences permanently resident in the DNAs of cells and ECEs. In E. coli such genetic exchanges usually involve the recA system.
A highly significant finding in recent years has been the discovery of elements that mediate recombination in a nonspecific way; such recombination may be recA independent and illegitimate. The best-studied agents of this type may belong to the IS class: Fiandt et al. (74) and Starlinger and Saedler (243) found that strongly polar mutations in E. coli arise because of the insertion of "foreign" DNA. As measured in base pairs, these foreign sequences are quite short: IS1, about 750; IS2, 1,300; IS3, 1,300; and IS4, 1,400 (see reference 116). IS elements can insert at various positions in the chromosome and with either orientation. Frequently, they consist of inverted repetitions, although Ptashne and Cohen (207) have identified IS1 as a direct tandem duplication.
The mutator phage Mu described by Taylor (250) has properties remarkably similar to those of IS agents (see references 28, 37, and 38; for review, see reference 113), despite the fact that Mu contains much more DNA. Phages can be described as "plasmids which have found another way of getting around." If IS-type elements are important in evolution (see below), then it is not surprising that the eminently successful phage mode of cell-to-cell dissemination hjas been exploited to spread IS-type DNA.
The potential importance of IS elements has become increasingly evident as their occurrence and positions in various DNAs have been mapped by heteroduplex techniques. Saedler and Heiss (226) showed that the chromosome of E. coli K-12 contains about eight copies of IS1 and about five copies of IS2. Significantly, IS2 was also found on the F plasmid. (However, the claim that IS1 occurs on F has since been withdrawn [115] .) Other studies have indicated that such sequences are widely distributed in cell and ECE DNAs: IS1 can be detected in polar mutants of phage X (74); IS1 and IS2 occur on plasmids R6, R6-5, and R100-1, whereas IS1 also occurs on R1 (115); IS3 occurs on R6 and R6-5 (207) . The map positions of these elements strongly suggest that they function in recombination events. It had previously been found (59) that specific segments of F were "hot spots" for Hfr formation. The first such "hot spot" has been identified as IS2 (115) , and the second has been identified as IS3 (116) . Various F' plasmids have been shown to have structures consistent with the view that their parental Hfr cells were formed by reciprocal recombination VOL. 40, 1976 572 REANNEY between IS element(s) on the F plasmid and identical IS element(s) on the chromosome of the F-containing parent of the Hfr strain (114) (115) (116) .
It now seems virtually certain that IS elements play a basic role in adaptation: the insertion ofIS sequences into interacting polynucleotides makes recombination possible between DNA molecules totally lacking in resident homology. It would not be inappropriate to regard IS elements as "transmissible recombination targets." Recent data indicate that (i) IS-type entities are ubiquitous in bacterial populations and (ii) such sequences can be translocated from one chromosomal locus to another andby inference -from one cell to another. IS entities have been described as the most "promiscuous" of all ECEs (219) .
The flexibility introduced into adaptive processes by IS-type DNA may be illustrated by considering the evolution of drug resistance in enteric bacteria.
Evolution of R factors in bacteria. A characteristic genetic feature of most R factors is the presence of genes coding for proteins that inactivate antibiotics. The origin of such genes has not been unequivocally determined, but Benveniste and Davies (21) have shown that the antibiotic-modifying enzymes of certain Actinomycetes species are similar to those responsible for plasmid-mediated drug resistance. The presence of such enzymes might be of permanent selective advantage to a soil organism. No known plasmid can infect both enteric bacteria and Actinomycetes, but the transfer of genes between such taxonomically distant genera may have been accomplished by using intervening species in a "stepping stone" manner (130) . If soil Actinomycetes do constitute the ancestral resevoir for resistance genes, then the contemporary presence of these genes in so many diverse species inhabiting different ecosystems points to a widespread process of gene dissemination in nature.
In this context it is useful to examine the specific example of the penicillinase-TEM /8-lactamase -in the light of recent data. Hedges et al. (97) found that the TEM protein was similar in a wide variety of naturally occurring plasmids, irrespective of the species of origin or the geographical source of the R factor (see reference 102). These data strongly suggest that (i) the TEM gene for all these R factors had a common origin and hence (ii) this gene must be able to migrate among heterologous DNAs.
Resistance genes with this ability have now been discovered. Hedges and Jacob (98) showed that the ampicillin resistance gene on plasmid RP4 could be acquired by other plasmids resident in E. coli. Thus the TEM gene must be carried by a DNA molecule capable of ready translocation from one replicon to another (see reference 228) . This molecule has been identified as a 3 x 106-dalton sequence on the plasmid, and the transposable unit has been termed TnA. A list of such "transposons" (98) now includes sequences coding for tetracycline resistance (143) , kanamycin resistance (24) , and joint resistance to streptomycin and trimethoprim (99) .
What is the molecular mechanism of translocation? The gene for transposable tetracycline resistance is flanked on either side by inverted DNA repeats (143, 234) . Ptashne and Cohen (207) have shown that these sequences are homologous with IS3. Similarly, Heffron and coworkers (101) have established that TnA is bounded by inverted repeat sequences, although these appear to be much shorter than known IS elements. Heffron et al. (101) suggest that inverted repeat sequences flanking transposable genes may be specific recognition sites for enzymes used in excision and integration. It is pertinent to note that the translocation of TnA, like that of IS elements, is independent of the E. coli recA system (see reference 101). A possible reason for the inverted character of these IS-type sequences may be that normal host-mediated recombination between inverted and repeated sequences reverses but does not excise the intervening sequence (121) . According to this view, recombination between tandemly repeated sequences might be disadvantageous because it could result in the loss by excision of a possibly vital resistance gene. Also, inversion of one segment of a duplicated region after integration of ECE DNA traps the episome in the integrated state (4) .
TnA was found to insert at a minimum of 12 distinct sites in the plasmid RSF1010 (101) . The sites of insertion did not appear to be random and were restricted to one-third of the RSF1010 molecule. If, however, the insertion of TnA is site specific, the target sequence must be short and hence rather common (101) .
In summary, it appears as though (inverted) repeat (IS-type) sequences have played a crucial role in the coupled evolution of bacteria and their plasmids. Some idea of the potential versatility they engender is given by Fig. 3 (from Ptashne and Cohen [207] ), which outlines a plausible scheme for the reversible dissociation of RTF and R determinants and for the continuing amplification of resistance determinants. Ptashne and Cohen, 1975) . are known to facilitate recombination (197) . By the same token (illegitimate) recombination may facilitate duplication (249) . In view of the universal distribution of recombinational systems, I propose that sequence reiterations represent the most common type of programmed mutation. The experimental evidence of Jackson and Yanofsky (125) suggests that "spontaneous" gene duplications may arise in bacteria almost as frequently as gene mutations. This is highly significant in view of the fact that the duplication of a sequence 1,000 or so nucleotides long (the calculated size for an average gene) is a much more complex event than a point mutation. The data of Rigby et al. (221) confirm that gene duplication is a primary-and frequentevent in the evolution of bacterial enzymes with novel specificities. Apparently the most genetically facile response to low concentrations of utilizable substrate molecules is the hyperproduction of enzymes whose active sites fortuitously possess a slight affinity for readily available compounds of related chemical structure (see, for example, reference 103).
Adaptive responses of this nature also occur in eukaryotes. Hansche (91) has demonstrated that Saccharomyces cerevisiae can adapt to the presence of an unsuitable substrate (,8-glycerophosphate) by duplicating the gene for its general acid monophosphatase. Sequence reiterations are not restricted to genes. The repeated character of IS elements and their multiple occurrence on certain DNAs suggest that specific short-sequence elements may readily undergo duplication. Repetitious DNA, which does not appear to code for protein, is a basic and characteristic feature of eukaryotic chromosomes. Such sequence reiterations are believed to have played a crucial role in the evolution of higher cells (33) .
Some indication of the importance and plasticity of sequence reiteration may be gained from studies on the frequency of duplication in systems mutant in their normal recombinational mechanism(s). In a study of tandem duplications in phage X, Emmons et al. (71) showed that frequent duplications could be detected in a deletion phage such as Tdel33, which is red-and int-. Such duplications probably result from "illegitimate" recombinations (77) . An apparently paradoxical feature of such recombinations, in terms of our concept of pro-VOL. 40, 1976 grammed mutations, is the finding of Straus (247) that four different mutagens increase the frequency of tandem gene duplications in the glyS region of the coliform chromosome. If programmed variation occurs, randomly acting mutagens should decrease the frequency of the exact duplications which I have postulated to result from normal enzyme function(s).
This paradox may be resolved by recalling that, in the absence of ECEs and stress conditions, selection probably acts stringently to conserve the genetic structure of specific genophores. Thus there may exist in unstressed cells some mechanisms to limit or abolish the sequence duplications that might, if permitted to proceed unchecked, impair the survival competence of the organism. Entropic or modulated mutations in the genes responsible for these mechanisms might be expected to increase the frequency of detectable duplications.
In assessing possible relationships between recombinational events and ECEs, it is essential to recall that any tandem duplication can create a circular DNA by reciprocal crossover (191) . By reversing this process it follows that integration of such a DNA may generate duplications. Duplications may be frequently involved in the creation of ECEs. The pi factors described by Ames et al. (8) are characterized by a reduplication of the his operon except for gene G, and attachment of the reiterated (pi) element to a cryptic ECE to give a composite pifactor. Stodolsky (246) has shown that recipient genes are duplicated during generalized transduction; models proposed to explain these duplications suggested crossovers during replication (246) . An almost inevitable involvement of duplication in the creation of episomes is suggested by the modular nature of R factors. Presumably the resistance genes were created by duplication; otherwise, gene pickup by the resistance transfer factor would delete such genes from the donor chromosome (209) . In general terms, the creation of an "extra" gene is an a priori requirement for ECE construction if the donor population is not to be disadvantaged through loss of information.
Universality and frequency of natural genetic engineering. The continual emergence of new combinations of drug resistance suggests that adaptations ofthis type occur with increasing frequency as drug usage rises (10) . An R factor consists of an independent (RTF) replicon and its associated resistance genes. Figure 3 shows how the processes of natural genetic engineering described in this section can (i) increase or diminish the molecular weight of the plasmid, (ii) provide for the addition of new resistance genes, (iii) segregate the replicon from the resistance determinants in a flexible fashion, and (iv) provide for the ready rearrangement of nucleotide sequences within the one plasmid DNA molecule.
The temptation to generalize from this example is irresistable: if all the multitudinous genes in an ecosystem can enter into reversible associations with transmissible ECE DNA by the mechanisms described, then it is clear that evolution largely proceeds through a continuing process of ECE-mediated genetic "experimenting," which enables almost any "desired" innovation to be mobilized in response to selective pressures. It is hard to believe that so powerful an adaptive device is restricted to unicellular organisms. The "control element" described by McClintock (163) in maize has many of the properties ascribed to IS elements (for review, see reference 76).
Heteroduplex mapping techniques provide some clues as to the nature and frequency of the genetic events involved in the creation of known replicons. The plasmid derivative -F14-contains the entire F sequence (94.5 kilobases) and 211 kilobases of chromosomal DNA; in addition, F14 contains a repeat of a particular F sequence element (200) . This structure was almost certainly created by some form of natural genetic engineering. The population of F14 molecules was found to contain molecules the size of F and others 2.3 times this value in both recA -and recA + cells. Ohtsubo et al. (200) propose that this heterogeneity was caused by an intramolecular recombination made possible by the duplicated sequences. In a related study, Lee et al. (152) found that F'ilv episomes derived from F14 by P1-mediated transduction consisted predominantly of deletions, although a particular molecule (F316) contained a small insertion of unknown origin. There appeared to be preferred sites (hot spots) for deletions (152) .
Although other examples could have been chosen, this particular set of experiments, by revealing insertions, deletions, duplications, ECE-host DNA fusions, transductive processes, etc., within a limited group of conjugative coliform plasmids and their derivatives, suggests the ubiquity and frequency of recombinational processes in the evolution of prokaryotes and their ECEs.
Turning to eukaryotes, a suggestive series of studies have been performed on SV40 virus: Serial undiluted passage of SV40 through host cells results in rearrangements of the viral genome (34) . These may arise from the introduction (by recombination) of host cell DNA (150) and by the loss of some segments of the viral genome and the amplification of others. Khoury et al. (136) have recently reported that a defective SV40 (DAR) has only one R * Eco * R1 target site, whereas after four serial passages of infectious DAR at high virus/cell ratios the predominant viral species possesses three such targets. Two discrete viral DNA regions appear to exist in this novel species, representing onethird of the original genome size. The variant molecule is believed to have arisen by two specific recombination events followed by reiteration of the conserved segment (136, 60) . These and related studies convincingly sustain the view that ECE genomes under stress can exploit an extraordinary plasticity of recombinational sites and enzymes in their adaptive processes.
Miscellaneous
The ECE-induced effects discussed to date have resulted in genetic modifications that are actually or potentially permanent. However, certain phage-cell symbioses may never attain genetic stability. An illustrative example is the relationship between Shigella dysenteriae and phage T7. Li et al. (153) showed that lactosenegative strains of S. dysenteriae formed red colonies on MacConkey agar when the bacteria were infected with T7, indicating that lactose was being utilized by the organism. Investigation showed that S. dysenteriae carries the gene Z (,p galactosidase) but lacks gene Y which controls the permease function responsible for entry of lactose into the cell. Infection with T7 results in the production of a phage-specific enzyme(s), probably lysozyme and N-acetylmuramyl-L-alanine amidase and that this activity converts the bacteria into osmotically sensitive cells. In such S. dysenteriae. T7 clones, small molecules like lactose can diffuse in and large molecules like /8-galactosidase can leak out. Such clones are surprisingly stable. Li et al. (153) reported that lac+ colonies could still be obtained after 57 single-colony isolations and restreakings (18) . Similar results have been reported for Proteus (49) and for Brucella (131) .
These data show that even a lytic ECE can, under certain conditions, confer survival advantages on the host organism. 40, 1976 suggested that the gene for alkaline phosphatase, which is associated with the deposition of skeletal phosphate, was the result of a "highly improbable mutation." He goes on: "I suggest that, having once proved successful and presumably spread to the whole of the species in which it first occurred, the mutation continued to spread to virtually the whole of the metazoa and parazoa by means of transduction" (183) . PROCESSES OF POLYNUCLEOTIDE EXCHANGE AMONG EUKARYOTES So far, I have largely confined the discussion to prokaryotic ECEs. When extrapolating to higher organisms, a little thought suggests that an authentic analogy can be drawn between the involvement of ECEs in processes of cell adaptation among bacterial populations and their involvement in the processes of morphogenesis and differentiation among the population of cells in a metazoan organism during development. This thesis is rendered more credible by considerations of early metazoan evolution. It is generally accepted that metazoa arose from free-living cells. However, the advantages of ECE-mediated nucleic acid transfer discussed in relation to bacteria make it likely that some mechanism of polynucleotide exchange existed in these first metazoan cells. This being so, it is difficult to believe that selection would bypass this process entirely in the further evolution of multicellularity. Indeed, it is not easy to see how a primitive cell colony not differentiated into somatic and germinal tissues could evolve into a coordinated system unless some mechanism existed to ensure that an advantageous change introduced into the genome of one cell could be amplified and transmitted to other cells, thereby maintaining the genetic homogeneity of the organism (211) . Some reasons why this mechanism may have involved RNA and not DNA have been summarized by Temin (251) in an extension of his protovirus hypothesis: with RNA, DNA deletions are not necessary to create transposable information. Also, gene duplications are relatively easy because one can dispense with an excision mechanism.
OTHER EVIDENCE FOR PROCESSES
In the remaining sections of this article I briefly review possible roles for ECEs in the development and adaptation of higher organisms. Much less data are available in this area than in the field of bacterial genetics; further, certain observations which are sometimes deployed as support for various theories have yet to be convincingly confirmed. In this sense, therefore, extension of the argument to eukaryotes is injudicious at this time. However, some intriguing proposals have been aired. On bal- (119); (ii) both the gs antigen and RNA specific to type C virus genomes can be detected in the embryonic cells of uninfected animals (96, 206) ; and (iii) tissues having a high proliferative activity -like embryonic cells -transcribe type C "virus" DNA to a much greater extent than tissues with lower mitotic figures (185) .
Solter et al. (239) have found numerous RNA tumor virus-like particles during various stages in the development of mouse embryos. All embryos examined contained these entities. The observations that these particles were never observed in unfertilized eggs and zygotes, and were present in substantial numbers in the 2 to 8 cell stages and in much diminished concentration at the blastocyst stage are consistent with the concept that the release of these entities is genetically programmed. The fact that these entities contain lipoprotein membranes is interesting in the context of a paper by Artzt and Bennet (15) . These workers studied the surface structures in embryo tissue by using as a model system a primitive teratomic clone trapped at a specific developmental step. Antiserum prepared against this uncommitted clone reacted with sperm cells and with normal cleavage stage embryos but not with adult somatic cells. Expression of this antigen was low in the one-celled embryo, increased to a maximum at about eight cells, then declined again; there is thus a rather striking correlation between the level of this antigen in early cleavage tissue and the frequency of the virus-like entities noted by Solter's group at similar stages of development. It is unlikely that virus-like entities at this early stage in ontogeny would function as agents of cell differentiation. Solter et al. (239) have produced evidence that these entities act to stimulate RNA production.
A specialized embryonic element in which RNA tumor virus-like entities have frequently been observed is the placenta. Type C particles, which appeared to be endogenously derived, have been noted in the placental villi of ba-boons (134) and of humans (133) . Similar particles have been found in near-term placentas of cottontop marmoset monkeys (231) . Feldman (73) has described type C particles budding from syncytial trophoblasts, pericytes, Hofbauer cells, and mesenchyme in Rhesus monkey placentas. She also found smaller entities measuring 30 nm in diameter budding from the cytotrophoblastic cell column and decidual basalis. These observations have recently been extended from primates to lower mammalian orders by the discovery of type C particles in rat placentas (86) . Also, intracisternal type A particles have been found in guinea pig placentas (120) .
In assessing the possible significance of these data, it is important to recall that the placental tissue in which virus-like particles were noted had been taken from "normal" animals showing no trace of neoplastic disease.
Most theories that link embryogenesis and virogenesis explicitly or implicitly infer that type C virions or their progenitors may act as agents of cellular differentiation. Although support for this concept is still largely inferential, some suggestive observations have been made by Dube et al. (69) . These workers studied the induction of endogenous and spleen focus-forming viruses (SFFV) in transformed mouse erythroleukemia cells. Such cells provide an interesting model system as they can be induced to differentiate (i.e., synthesize globin) by dimethylsulfoxide. Dube et al. (69) found that the dimethylsulfoxide-promoted differentiation was accompanied by a 10-to 100-fold increase in the release of biologically active Friend virus. A clone of SFFV-transformed cells unable to undergo differentiation did not produce virus. One could argue from this that the enhanced release of Friend virus and the erythroid differentiation of the cell are biochemically coupled events. The ability of Friend SFFV to induce erythropoiesis in the absence of the normal humoral regulator (erythropoietin) has recently been confirmed in vitro by Clarke et al. (48) . Also, a 10-to 20-fold increment in the number of intracisternal type A-like particles was noted during the differentiation of "virus-negative" B8 cells. However, it is impossible, on the basis of available evidence, to determine whether such phenomena are fundamental to differentiation or represent trivial side-effects. Several bromodeoxyuridineresistant transformed cell lines did not release type C viruses on exposure to dimethylsulfoxide but did synthesize hemoglobin (203) .
A similar situation prevails with avian RNA tumor viruses; Groudine and Weintraub (87) have demonstrated that although DNA complementary to chicken globin mRNA is not detectable in normal uninfected chicken fibroblasts, embryonic globin mRNA sequences accumulate when cells are transformed with Rous sarcoma virus (RSV). RSV appears to selectively activate elements of the host genome.
A finding of considerable significance has been the demonstration that, at least for the avian sarcoma viruses, the maintenance of the transformed state is controlled by one genethe so-called sarc gene-(262). Stehelin et al. (244) have shown that DNA complementary to the sarc gene hybridizes with the DNA of normal chicken cells. However, the Tm values for cDNA sarc duplexes and normal cellular DNA indicate a considerable degree of genetic dissimilarity. Such divergences suggest that the RSV sarc gene may have originated in the cell DNA of a different host species or that the neoplastic potential of the virus-acquired gene is the result of substantial mutation in a cellular gene of the homologous host species. The stringent conservation of this locus has suggested to Stehelin et al. (244) that the original sarc gene serves a function in normal cell biochemistry. It will be of considerable interest to determine whether sarc-like sequences are expressed during normal embryogenesis.
Perhaps the most direct evidence for an involvement of viral genes in development has come from the biochemistry of certain proteins that occur in RNA tumor viral membranes Yoshiki et al. (270) have detected such "virusspecific" proteins in the membranes of normal lymphoid tissues from high-leukemic strains of mice. Kurth (147) , in a recent review, has summarized evidence which indicates that the viral protein 69/71 occurs in normal fetal tissue. An interesting feature of this report was the suggestion that the expression of the "viral" polypeptide(s) may follow a precise pattern with respect to tissue distribution and the kinetics of appearance/disappearance. Kurth notes that the presence of viral proteins in normal fetal membranes would explain the selective advantage enjoyed by endogenous viral sequences if cell-to-cell surface contacts play a role in directing morphogenetic processes or in maintaining their results. In this context, it is of interest to note that the transformation-specific surface antigen in virally transformed cells is deemed to be a candidate for the product of the sarc gene (262).
RNA TUMOR VIRUSES IN INTERSPECIFIC GENE TRANSFER
Although the involvement of RNA tumor viruses in embryogenesis must still be considered VOL. 40, 197 by speculative, the transmission of type C virus genes between heterologous species seems well documented. Sequences related to the RNA of an endogenous cat virus (RD-114) have been shown to occur in the cellular DNA of many primates; it has been concluded (22) that viruses originating in primates infected the ancestors of the domestic cat about 3 to 10 million years ago. The transfected genes have become a stable element in the germ line of cats. Some viruses isolated from mice are also related to primate viruses; for example, 5-bromodeoxyuridine treatment of a clone isolated from the feral Asian mouse Mus caroli resulted in the release of a xenotropic virus that was shown to be similar to the type C viruses isolated from the woolly monkey (SSAV) and gibbons (GALV) (154) . As sequences homologous to those of SSAV and GALV have not been detected in the cell DNA of normal primates, the inference is that the infectious primate viruses arose by trans-species infection of certain primates with endogenous murine viruses (see also reference 268) .
Cats appear to have acquired a further class oftype C viruses by infection in the past. Molecular hybridization studies indicate that feline leukemia viruses were transmitted from an ancestor of the rat to ancestors of the domestic cat and the related species Felis sylbestris, F. margarita, and F. chaus (see reference 254). A further example involving a rodent donor is the domestic pig; cell cultures of the domestic pig and related species such as the European wild boar and the African bush pig contain viral sequences related to murine cell DNA (23) . Hybridization data suggest that the virus-related sequences in the pig were acquired from members of the family Muridae after the mouse had separated from the rat but before speciation of surviving mice had occurred (254) .
As Todaro (254) has emphasized, the RNA tumor viruses are the only group of viruses that have been shown to transfer genes among the germ lines of different species under natural conditions. It is therefore tempting to ascribe to these viruses some positive role in the evolution of higher organisms (below).
RNA TUMOR VIRUSES AND REGULATORY PROCESSES IN HIGHER
ORGANISMS As noted in the section, Two Types of Molecular Evolution, an increasing weight of evidence sustains the view that the evolution of the higher metazoa depends, not on the development of new proteins, but upon changes in patterns of gene regulation. (251) has postulated that processes of RNA-directed DNA synthesis have provided a substratum for both embryogenesis and evolution. However, the protovirus hypothesis requires that type C virions be able to evolve from such processes. By implication, where RNA tumor viruses are absent, one must infer either that the RNA -* DNA pathway is not utilized in the taxon concerned or that the epigenetic agent does not resemble an oncornavirion.
I have suggested previously in this article and elsewhere (211) that a process of RNA --DNA synthesis can occur in metazoan cells and that multicellular organisms could not have evolved without such an activity. I wish to point out here that epigenetic agents in orders outside the vertebrates need not conform to the pattern specified by RNA tumor viruses. This would be especially true of the plant kingdom. Indeed, basic biological principles predict that epigenetic elements in plants would differ fundamentally from their counterparts in higher animals. First, whereas membrane-to-membrane contacts are of prime importance in ani-BACTERIUL. REV. mal embryogenesis, the deposition of lignin and cellulose around plant cells may be expected to minimize the significance of the plasma membrane in processes of plant growth and differentiation. Thus, it is not surprising that most plant viruses lack lipoprotein envelopes. The only budding genus well represented in plants (i.e., the rhabdovirus group) was probably introduced by insects from an animal source, insect or vertebrate. Second, the mode of cell-tocell communication via plasmadesmata in plants has no equivalent in animals. Although there is convincing evidence that viruses may pass from cell to cell via plasmadesmata (141) , it seems likely that small, geometrical particles or duplex RNAs would be more readily transmitted than larger enveloped entities. Finally, in many plants, the differentiation between somatic and generative tissue is seasonal. This is perhaps one reason why so many plant cells remain pluripotent (259) . The retention of pluripotency into adult life may mean that if endogenous processes of RNA-dependent RNA synthesis (16) (232) have found viroid-specific DNA in tissues of plants infected with the agent of citrus exocortis disease (CEV). Semancik and Geelen found no evidence for CEV-specific sequences in uninfected cells. By contrast Diener (personal communication) has detected sequence homology between PSTV RNA, and normal cell DNA.
It seems likely that the DNA of plant cells, like that of animals, consists of interspersed repetitive and unique sequences. Many of the repeated sequences may constitute palindromes (265) . The properties of viroids are consistent with the view that such agents arise from palindromic DNA (211); thus, the moderately repeated sequences in eukaryotic DNA are about 200 to 300 bases long in most of the taxa described (45) , and viroids are about 250 to 300 bases long (63) . Further, the physical properties of viroids (64) are to a large extent those expected of the transcriptional product of an imperfect palindrome.
PSTV has been shown to lack detectable mRNA or tRNA activity (90) . If viroids arise by variational genetic events from palindromic DNA, they may be regarded as abnormal cell regulatory RNAs (209, 211) . The finding of viroid-specific DNA in normal plant cells-if confirmed-would support this concept, although precise roles for such previroid cell RNAs remain speculative.
PSTV and CEV produce identical disease symptoms across a variety of hosts: this might imply that both diseases are caused by the same pathogen. However, Dickson and coworkers (63) have shown that PSTV and CEV differ in primary structure. They are thus specific agents affecting cell chemistry in such a way as to produce similar symptoms.
I suggest then that viroids in plants, like RNA tumor viruses in animals, are (i) of recent evolutionary origin, (ii) derive from cellular sequences whose products are active in growth and morphogenesis, and (iii) adversely affect the regulatory systems of their host(s).
Control Elements
McClintock (163) has described an entity in maize that has interesting properties suggestive of an epigenetic function. This "control" element can, depending on its chromosomal location, affect diverse genetic markers. It can undergo duplication and transposition within one plant. McClintock (163) has argued that such control elements play specific roles in normal plant ontogeny. This concept has been critically reviewed by Fincham and Sastry (76) , who stress the functional similarity of control elements to IS agents.
Clearly, until the molecular nature of control elements is known, speculation as to their origin is meaningless. It is worth noting, however, that an effect similar to that induced by control elements has been reported by Sprague and McKinney (240, 241) , who noted aberrant Mendelian ratios among the F2 and backcross progeny of plants parentally infected with barley stripe and certain other plant viruses. Rather than postulate that control elements are "tamed" viruses, however, I suggest that certain states ofthe control elements represent the first steps towards a condition of replicative autonomy that reaches its terminal state in certain plant viruses.
Geometrical Plant Viruses Many apparently uninfected plants can be shown to contain geometrical plant viruses VOL. 40, 1976 AN INTEGRATED THEORY OF EVOLUTION According to prevailing views, evolution proceeds through selection of genotypes with survival advantages. Among bacteria, the short generation times and large population sizes are thought to provide a sufficiently large spectrum of mutant phenotypes to meet most stress situations. This thesis is supported by virtually the entire weight of laboratory studies in microbial genetics, which show that modulated mutants can be identified in any locus. Among higher cells the sexual mechanism permits hidden variations to be stored as heterozygotes and periodically exposed to the test of selection as homozygotes (95) . Novel DNA combinations are generated by meiotic crossovers. The blend of these concepts has produced the orthodox neo-Darwinian view of evolution, which is accepted by virtually all biologists.
Although a minor adaptive role for recombinational processes in bacteria has been conceded since the discovery of F factors, the bulk of ECEs has not been implicated directly in adaptive processes. Only during 1974 and 1975 have a substantial number of papers appeared that specifically relate aspects of evolution to ECE structure and function. In this article, I have attempted to explore, in a systematic way, the concept that evolution may have proceeded largely, rather than peripherally, through ECEs.
As our starting point, I take the facts now emerging concerning the functional organization of chromosomes. I (225, 125) and in higher organisms (197) . What has not been widely recognized is that duplication tends to create circular mini-DNAs by reciprocal crossover between any regions of repeated homology, i.e., reiterated DNA favors the formation of ECEs (209) . Among bacteria, there appear to be a number of modular regions (e.g., prophages) that can readily be excised from the genophore to produce independent replicons. Such is the plasticity of recombinational sites and enzymes that these replicons may frequently be fused to (duplicate) genes flanked by IS elements to generate a huge number of autonomous ECEs carrying virtually any gene in the composite genome of the population, either singly or in combination. This appears to be the way in which R factors and conversion phages have evolved. Among eukaryotes, the requirement that (duplicated) DNA must be excised to create an ECE is not obligatory in many instances. Higher cells appear to contain the enzyme reverse transcriptase, hence eukaryote ECEs may be generated from RNA without DNA deletions. A major divergence in evolution appears to have occurred during the pre-Cambrian period. One phyletic line (ancestral prokaryotes) reduced genome size so as to capitalize on the advantages of a rapid rate ofreproduction (210) . Once selection had reduced genome size to the point where almost all genes were represented by one copy only, a paradox arose since the emergence of any novel function now meant loss of a preexisting vital gene (210) . The adaptive answer to this problem has been a widespread extension of host ranges among prokaryote ECEs (plasmids and phages) such that a monoclonal population can draw upon the genetic experience of entire ecosystems in any adaptive response to stress ( Fig. 1 and 2) . Although some of these processes merely redistribute existing variations among different species, the flexibility of the cell-ECE partnership permits genetic innovations to be created at levels vastly in excess of those attainable by purely entropic or modulated mutation. Although a diverse spectrum of ECEs has been generated among prokaryotes, two "classes" have proved especially successful. The first is the bacteriophage-type particle, the head of which contains DNA while the tail permits effective cell adsorption and cell wall penetration. Almost all contemporary prokaryotes appear to contain genes for the construction of such particles. The second has been the process of direct cell-to-cell transfer via mating. The two may not represent independent lines of evolution. As Campbell (39) and Novick (191) have noted the filamentous DNA phages strongly resemble the conjugative plasmidspecified pili that promote gene transfer.
The second major phyletic line was represented by larger cells that retained substantial elements of repeated DNA. These ancestral eukaryotic organisms almost certainly possessed ECEs and the associated mechanisms of cell-tocell gene transfer. When cells ofthis type began to associate into "societies," such interconnections quite possibly provided the necessary genetic substratum for metazoan evolution. Whereas selection has among prokaryotes acted to diversify the cell specificity of ECEs, in the cell populations of metazoan organisms selection may have acted to refine and coordinate processes of cell-to-cell nucleic acid transfer so as to permit a specific and integrated programme of embryogenesis. The group of ECEs most intimately involved in the development of highly sophisticated organisms has been those "virions" whose RNA is enveloped in bilayer lipoprotein membranes (211, 251) . All vertebrate chromosomes contain the information for a diversity of these class I oncornaviruses, and the dependence of ontogenic processes upon such entities is consistent with electron microscope studies (73, 239) that show up large numbers of budding particles in embryonic tissues.
The putative ability of genes to be passaged among the cell population of a developing embryo leads almost inevitably to the ability of such genes to pass from one organism to another via ECEs. The adaptive importance of ECEs appears to differ between plants and animals. Plants are sessile and hence the need for rapid, flexible adaptive responses has been more pressing in the plant kingdom (see reference 211).
Although plants, like all higher metazoa, have a sexual mechanism, they are dependent for fertilization upon the same random processes (wind, passive insect transfer) that disseminate viruses. The particular adaptive problems faced by plants are reflected in the character of their associated ECEs: plant viruses have extraordinarily wide host ranges. Tobacco ringspot virus, for example, infects 246 species distributed among 54 families (237) . This enables plants to exchange genes among widely separated taxonomic groups and may explain the sporadic occurrence of certain unusual enzyme systems among divergent plant species (Table  7) . Further, plant ontogeny is less stringently controlled than animal ontogeny; hence, plant ECEs tend to be simpler in structure than many animal viruses and to contain RNA almost exclusively.
Brooks and Shaw (35) have commented upon the extremely long time lag that intervenes between the emergence of the earliest microfossils (184) and the rich adaptive radiation that began about 800 million years ago and, within a relatively short time span, produced the progenitors of most existing phyla. I suggest that this billion-year-long interval represents the period during which most evolution depended first on entropic and latterly on modulated mutation. ECEs may well have been present during this interval but, in view of the rather limited genetic diversity of the then existing biota, may have been much less effective than their contemporary descendents. Further, the efficiency of ECE-mediated genetic processes is sensitively dependent upon population density; during the earliest phases of biological evolution, the total population size of the biosphere must have been less by very many orders of magnitude than that sustained by the modern earth.
Many of the concepts in this article may have VOL. 40, 1976 582 REANNEY to be modified in the light of further data. However, it is now established that ECEs play a fundamental role in processes of natural evolution among bacteria. It seems rather likely that ECEs are implicated in developmental processes among metazoans. If this is true and if ECEs still provide the broad substratum of genetic plasticity through which most adaptive processes work, then it is clear that ECEs must be shifted away from the periphery of evolutionary biology towards its center. It is in the hope that it will provoke discussion and experiment along these lines that I offer this review to the criticism of my colleagues. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS I would like to thank the following colleagues for critical reading of the various drafts of this manu-
